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francois rabbath was born on february 21, 1930, in damascus, syria. he began studying the double
bass with jacques beron-lefevre, principal bass of the paris conservatoire. from 1953 to 1959,

rabbath was a member of the solistes de l'opéra nationale. he studied composition with claude
debussy and nicolas nabokov and musicology at the sorbonne. he was a member of the jazz trio jazz

trio cadence. his group, composed of saxophonist jean-paul boutin, pianist andré badini and
drummer jean-pierre douysset, played at the festival de aix-en-provence in 1958. rabbath has been a

member of the trumpet trio of claude collot with trumpeter georges aperghis and guitar player
georges arvanitas. between 1966 and 1968, he was a member of the jazz quintet jazz instinct.

francois rabbath is an important figure in the development of the double bass as an instrument in
jazz, improvisation, and also as a solo instrument. he has not only written music for the double bass,
but has composed for and performed with the double bass in a large number of ensembles. rabbath

has had a long career as a composer, as a double bass player and as a jazz musician. he was
appointed in 1987 director of the conservatoire de paris. in france, rabbath is a professor of the

double bass. his music has been performed by musicians of all nationalities. he has toured
extensively, both in europe and the united states. his most famous work is the trilogy nouvelle

technique de la contrebasse which examines the contrebasse from the point of view of theatre and
dance. in this way, the double bass is shown to be a classical instrument and not a "jazzy" one. in

addition to the nouvelle technique, rabbath has been involved with many other compositions for the
double bass in various forms including chamber music, concertos, variations, duets, and solo.
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francois rabbath is a great teacher. his method books are a wonderful tool for the bassist. he
incorporates his years of experience and deep understanding of the bass in his teaching. he has very

clear explanations of musical concepts, thorough explanations of bass technique, and includes
material on improvisation and soloing. he also includes large amounts of band repertoire in his

method books, which is very helpful for the beginning bassist. the method books are an excellent
resource for any bassist, regardless of whether you are a student or professional. they are a

wonderful collection of instruction and repertoire with a solid, logical approach to the bass. this is
especially helpful if you are a beginning bassist and need to have a resource that will help to develop
your skills. i recommend these books to all bassists, whether you are a beginner or an experienced

player. founded in paris in 1841, alphonse leduc is a prominent french music publishing house
specialising in classical music. for five generations the publishing house has remained a family

business, starting with alphonse leduc (well known for his methods for flute, trumpet, saxophone and
clarinet). widely known for instrumental publications, both solo and chamber, alphonse leduc has a
strong emphasis on high printing quality, maintaining careful editorial work, and publishing music of
the finest composers. in the early history of violin etudes, even-numbered positions are addressed

scientifically. in the french school, the kreutzer etudes (1796) cannot be attempted without
venturing into and mastering the even-numbered positions. the rode caprices (1814) include second-

and fourth-position etudes as pivotal studies. in spohrs violinschule of 1832, there are multiple
etudes in second, fourth and sixth position. closer to our time, both schradieck and evck wrote

extensively for even-numbered positions in their early method books. 5ec8ef588b
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